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Abstract: Air temperature, both cold and hot, has impacts on mortality and morbidities, which are
exacerbated by poor health service and protection responses, particularly in under-developed countries.
This study was designed to analyze the effects of air temperature on the risk of deaths for all and specific
causes in two regions of Brazil (Florianopolis and Recife), between 2005 and 2014. The association
between temperature and mortality was performed through the fitting of a quasi-Poisson non-linear
lag distributed model. The association between air temperature and mortality was identified for both
regions. The results showed that temperature exerted influence on both general mortality indicators
and specific causes, with hot and cold temperatures bringing different impacts to the studied regions.
Cerebrovascular and cardiovascular deaths were more sensitive to cold temperatures for Florianopolis
and Recife, respectively. Based on the application of the very-well documented state-of-the-art
methodology, it was possible to conclude that there was evidence that extreme air temperature
influenced general and specific deaths. These results highlighted the importance of consolidating
evidence and research in tropical countries such as Brazil as a way of understanding climate change
and its impacts on health indicators.
Keywords: mortality; temperature; mortality risk; health impacts; health indicators
1. Introduction
Several studies show that air temperature extremes (TE), both hot and cold, have impacts on
mortality rates [1–4], as well as morbidities [5,6]. These impacts are exacerbated when there are poor
health service and protection responses [1,7]. Particularly, when local health services are not aware
or are not prepared to support the most vulnerable population groups, this deficiency of action is
exacerbated, especially in economically underdeveloped countries [8,9].
As a result of climatic changes, extreme temperature events are expected to continue to
increase [10–13]. In this scenario, several studies attempt to measure the association between these
extremes and human adaptability [14,15], as abrupt changes can trigger processes of imbalance in
the human physiological pattern, leading to the emergence of acute conditions [16–18]. Among these
conditions, we highlight acute myocardial infarction, which, due to factors such as stress, vasoconstriction,
and the elevation of blood pressure [19], is one of the diseases that may have its rates modified due to
the occurrence of climatic extremes [20–22].
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the occurrence of extreme temperatures also exacerbates
many other diseases. Thus, cold spells and heat waves are of vital relevance within the context of Public
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Health, particularly to certain risk groups (e.g., children, elderly, poorer, and people with previous
cardiovascular and respiratory conditions) [23–26], by their economic and/or physiological conditions.
It is also important to highlight the fact that economically vulnerable populations have access to poorer
housing and working environment infrastructure when dealing with extreme temperatures, and thus,
they are more prone to the emergence of diseases and related comorbidities [5,6]. However, it is known
that these effects tend to be more prolonged when associated with cold spells due to its comorbidities
than with heatwaves, where the effects are perceptible and short term [21,26,27]. Thus, to account for
the magnitude and strength of these events. It is fundamental to understand the risk and exposure to
which populations are subjected [8,28,29].
Temperature extremes increase the risk of cardiovascular deaths, which in turn may be affected by
several associated factors, including geographic features such as location within the same territory
(country) or even within the municipality itself [30,31], as well as an individual’s occupation where
extensive urbanization areas can create heat islands. Moreover, specific population groups, such as
the elderly, may be affected in different ways and have different adaptive responses to temperature
extremes [30–33].
A distinct reality exists regarding the amount and scientific soundness of studies on the effects of
temperatures on mortality carried out in developed and developing countries. Developed countries
have a higher and more thorough record (e.g., References [27,34–36]). Nevertheless, a few recent
multi-city studies from developing countries have recently been published, focusing on the effects
of temperatures on mortality (e.g., References [26,36]). Moreover, some studies related to heatwaves
were published focusing on countries in Latin America, namely the cities of São Paulo (Brazil),
Santiago (Chile), and Mexico City (Mexico). They showed an association between air temperature
extremes and mortality, as well as addressing the consequences of these health indicators and the social
determinants associated with these occurrences [37–39].
In the case of Brazil, studies measuring the association between mortality and temperature are
scarce, but some research has already been conducted as part of multi-country studies. The studies
included 18 Brazilian cities, and they showed a positive association between temperature and all
and cause-specific deaths [38–40]. Nevertheless, more studies on the association between temperature
and mortality in tropical or subtropical countries are needed to support public health policies
and interventions.
Studies on the relationship between temperature and human mortality have been conducted
exhaustively in temperate countries, where the results focus on the importance of understanding this
factor as a determinant in mortality and morbidity indicators. Understanding these impacts in tropical
and subtropical countries, such as Brazil, is a challenge that increases due to climate change. Thus, it is
essential to build scientific evidence that can guide and give more robust public policies to meet this
new challenge [27,30].
This study was designed to analyze how temperatures can affect human lives in two different parts
of Brazil (Recife and Florianópolis), which are characterized by completely different climatic conditions.
To accomplish the proposed objective, we performed the association between extremes of temperature
(cold and heat) and general and specific deaths in the health regions of Florianópolis (Santa Catarina, SC)
and Recife (Pernambuco, PE), Brazil, between 2005 and 2014 by applying a quasi-Poisson approach.
The research is expected to improve our knowledge of the impact of extreme climatic phenomena related
to temperature on mortality indicators in regions considered tropical and subtropical. The research
will also provide scientific evidence to bridge the gap of existing studies on the impacts of climate
change on health in countries considered underdeveloped or developing.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Case Study
The present study was developed for two Brazilian health regions Recife (Pernambuco, Northeast)
and Florianópolis (Santa Catarina, Southern Region), which are geographic areas defined according
to the Unified Health System (SUS) of the Brazilian Ministry of Health ( MS), Brazil (Figure 1),
for the period between 2005 and 2014. These areas are bounded by the municipal boundaries,
where health services are allocated with the function of organizing the decentralized and planned
supply of services. These regions show cultural and socioeconomic similarities [41].
The Florianópolis (FL) and Recife (RF) study areas are composed of 20 and 22 municipalities,
with an estimated population of 3,908,757 inhabitants and 1,027,271 inhabitants (IBGE, 2010),
respectively. Both areas have mixed occupancies, with some municipalities characterized by a dense
urban area and other municipalities with strong rural characteristics. Moreover, there are 8 (FL) and 3
(RF) cities with a population above 100,000 inhabitants.
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2.2. Temperatures Data
Climate data were derived from the monitoring of meteorological stations located in the study
areas. Data were provided by the Santa Catarina Environmental and Hydrometeorological Information
Center of Santa Catarina (CIRAM-SC), and the Meteorological Database for Teaching and Research
(BDMEP) of the National Institute of Meteorology (INMET) [40]. The data referring to the average
maximum and minimum daily temperatures were obtained from 2005 to 2014. The maximum
and minimum data were used to calculate the mean daily temperatures.
Given that in some periods no daily temperatures were recorded (average, maximum,
and minimum), it was not possible to record the dew temperature and relative humidity for the purposes
of applying the model in some periods of analysis. Moreover, the non-existent values corresponded
to less than 0.5% of the total number of days analyzed. These days were not continuous, and this
inconsistency does not interfere with the analysis and interpretation of the data, and cannot translate
bias for this investigation [45].
2.3. Mortality Data
Mortality data were provided by the General Coordination of Information and Epidemiological
Analysis (CGIAE) of the Department of Surveillance of Diseases and Noncommunicable Diseases
and Health Promotion (DANTPS) of the Health Surveillance Secretariat of the Ministry of Health
(SVS/MS) of Brazil. The data used included the daily number of deaths by all causes, and deaths
categorized by the International Code of Diseases (ICD10), deaths by non-accidental mortality (ICD-10:
A00-R99), respiratory and circulatory (ICD10 I-J), cerebrovascular (ICD10 I60-69), and cardiovascular
(ICD10 I20-25.9), for the 2005 to 2014 research period. The deaths of fetuses less than 1-year-old and of
women related to childbirth or puerperium were excluded from the analysis. In Brazil, the classification
of deaths by external causes (ICD10 Groups V01 to Y98) is considered for statistical purposes. These data
on all-cause deaths were available for this research. However, these groups of deaths were excluded in
the data treatment because they were not directly related to the proposed association with extreme
temperatures [46].
2.4. Statistical Analysis
To measure the association between mean daily air temperature and the risk of death, we fitted
a quasi-Poisson to daily mortality in both regions, adjusting for the day of the week (categorical),
secular trends, and seasonality, using a natural cubic spline with 8 degrees of freedom per year.
As a way of adapting to the model proposed by Gasparrini et al. (2014) [47], a historical series of
data was elaborated, including the data of the period under analysis, in addition to the daily data
on temperature.
The association between daily mean temperature and mortality was modeled with a distributed
nonlinear model, assuming that the effect of air temperature could last up to 20 days for the health
region of Florianópolis, due to its higher thermal variability and 14 days for the health region of
Recife due to the low thermal variability. To define these values, we used the QAIC test, and this
number of days presented the lowest QAIC and the best possibility of data interpretation. This value
has also been used in previous investigations in countries with a tropical climate (Table 1, Figure 2).
The confidence intervals (CI) were calculated for the exposure-response curves using the Monte
Carlo method, assuming a multivariate normal distribution of the best linear unbiased predictions
of the reduced coefficients. This statistical modeling approach has been used previously to study
the effect of air temperature on mortality in several cities and countries through a multicentric
investigation [27,40,48,49]. Based on this methodologic approach, which was made available in an R
package of routines by Gasparrini et al. (2014) [47], it was possible to increase the comparability of our
results with other published studies.
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The minimum mortality temperatures (MMT, [50]), which was considered the temperature with
the lowest mortality risk, were calculated for each health region and cause of death. Each MMT value
obtained was then used as a reference to measure the increased risk of death at the air temperature
percentile 1% (extreme cold) and 99% (extreme heat) [27,40,50,51].
An approximate parametric bootstrap estimator was used to describe the confidence intervals
for the MMTs, which were described and made available by Tobias et al. (2017) [50]. The remaining
relative risk analyses were performed with the widely used and validated “R dlnm” software packages,
which are documented in detail in research papers with similar analyses [40,47,52]. We used for MMT
confidence intervals an approximate parametric bootstrap estimator [50,53].
All the deaths attributed to non-optimal temperatures were quantified by summing the daily
temperature predicted deaths contained in the historical series. Assignment calculations were performed
for cold and hot temperatures for each health region and general and specified causes of death [47].
As a way of investigating the possible relationship to the occurrence of extremely cold or hot days,
we also determined temperatures below and above the temperature percentiles of 2.5% and 97.5%,
respectively. These were considered cold and hot temperature extremes. Moreover, a three-day lag
period was also used, following Gasparrini et al. (2015) [40].
3. Results
The health region of Recife was classified according to the climatic classification of Koppen as an ‘As’
climate (hot and humid tropical climate and rainy winter), besides presenting low thermal variability
with average temperatures for the seasons between 17.0 ◦C and 34.7 ◦C (Figure 1, Table 1). Conversely,
the Florianópolis health region, located in the southern region of the country, has a temperate, tropical
climate, presenting ‘Cfa’ climatic (humid subtropical climate is a zone of climate characterized by hot
and humid summers, and cool to mild winters) characteristics, with average temperatures ranging
between 1.1 ◦C and 39.5 ◦C (Figure 1, Table 1).
The exposure-response curves over the Florianópolis health region showed a clear ’U’ pattern,
with a high risk of death for both high and low temperatures. It is also possible to see that cerebrovascular
and cardiovascular deaths presented a higher variation in the exposure-response curves (Figure 3).
Concerning the health region of Recife, the curves of exposure-response showed a ’U’ curve with
elongated characteristics, for deaths by non-accidental mortality, which presented low influence on
low or high temperatures. However, for cardiovascular and cerebrovascular deaths, a clear ‘U’ shaped
curve was observed, with a risk for cold and heat extremes for cerebrovascular, and with a higher risk
for extremes of cold in cardiovascular deaths (Figure 4).
Table 1. Statistical analysis (mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation (SD)) of the mean
(TMean.), maximum (TMax.), and minimum (TMin.) temperatures for the health regions of Florianópolis,
SC and Recife, PE between the years 2005–2014.
Health Regions Temp. (◦C)
STATISTIC
TMean (◦C) TMin. (◦C) TMax (◦C) SD
Florianopolis
TMax. 24.28 9.49 39.5 4.23
TMin. 17.06 1.05 28.28 4.30
TMean. 21.01 7.74 33.25 3.87
Recife
TMax. 29.76 23.5 34.7 1.56
TMin. 22.35 17 27.5 1.45
TMean. 26.00 21.98 29.06 1.36
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Figure 2. Daily variation of maximum (Tmax, red), mean (Tmean, black) and minimum temperatures
(Tmin, blue) for the health regions of Florianópolis/SC and Recife/PE for the years 2005 to 2014.
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Figure 3. Grouped results for exposure-response curves for daily deaths by non-accidental mortality
(ICD-10: A00-R99), groups ICD-10 diseases of the circulatory system and respiratory system (ICD-10:
Groups I and J), diseases of cerebrovascular (I60-69), diseases of cardiovascular (I20-25), and histograms
with the air temperature distribution for the health region of Florianopolis between the years 2005
to 2014. The red line represents values below the MMT and the blue line represents values above
the MMT.
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The percentage of deaths by non-accidental mortality (ICD-10: A00-R99) attributed to air
temperature extreme cold and heat in Florianópolis (5.80%) was higher than the fraction of all-cause
deaths attributable to air temperatures in the Recife region (1.8%). For the specific causes, differences in
circulatory and respiratory systems’ deaths were observed, with 8.90% and 3.30% of deaths attributable
to temperature, respectively, for Florianopolis and Recife. On the other hand, for cardiovascular
diseases’ deaths, only a minor difference was observed between Florianopolis (8.70%) and Recife
(8.08%). Regarding cerebrovascular diseases, the fraction of deaths attributable to temperature in
Florianopolis reached 23.3%, with cold temperatures being the main driving factor. Although Recife
also presented a significant air temperature attributable fraction of deaths by cerebrovascular causes,
the faction was not so high as the value of Florianopolis, reaching 5.57% for both hot and cold
temperatures, where heat events accounted for of 2.42% and cold for 2.95%.
Considering the health region of Florianopolis, an increased risk of death for both high and low
temperatures was observed. The relative risk of death due to low temperatures, was 2.20, 1.53, and 1.32,
respectively, for cerebrovascular diseases (CI 0.98–4.95), respiratory/circulatory groups (CI 1,11–2,20),
and cardiovascular diseases (CI 0.79–2.20). Considering the high temperatures, we observed the most
pronounced effect for cerebrovascular deaths and cardiovascular diseases, respectively, with an RR of
1.55 (CI 0.80–2.99) and 1.41 (CI 0.74–2.68) (Table 2).
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Table 2. The number of deaths attributed to high and low temperatures by cause of death, minimum
mortality temperature (MMT), and relative risks at select temperature percentiles (1% and 99%)
compared to the MMT.
TIPO/CAUSE GROUP
DEATHS A DEATHS B RELATIVE RISK (95% CI)
Total % MMT
C
(◦C) % Cold % Heat 1st Perc. 99th Perc.
FL
O
R
IA
N
Ó
PO
LI
S
NON-ACCIDENTAL
MORTALITY 2.490 5.80 21.4 2.40 3.40
1.20
(0.97–1.49)
1.41
(1.14–1.76)
RESPIRATORY AND
CIRCULATORY 1853 8.90 23.7 8.03 0.91
1.53
(1.11–2.20)
1.16
(0.87–1.54)
CEREBROVASCULAR 780 23.30 24 20.94 2.37 2.20(0.98–4.95)
1.55
(0.80–2.99)
CARDIOVASCULAR 602 8.70 18.1 1.20 7.50 1.32(0.79–2.20)
1.41
(0.74–2.66)
R
EC
IF
E
NON-ACCIDENTAL
MORTALITY 3773 1.8 26.8 1.53 0.16
1.10
(1.00–1.22)
1.02
(0.94–1.10)
RESPIRATORY AND
CIRCULATORY 2470 3.30 27 2.95 0.18
1.19
(1.01–1.41)
1.02
(0.91–1.17)
CEREBROVASCULAR 1289 5.57 26 2.96 2.42 1.38(1.03–1.84)
1.20
(0.93–1.54)
CARDIOVASCULAR 2319 8.08 26.9 7.15 0.97 1.17(0.89–1.55)
1.14
(0.92–1.42)
A Deaths attributed to temperature, B % of deaths attributed to temperature C Minimum Mortality Temperature.
The health region of Recife presented minimal variation in the MMT values, but higher than
the values observed in Florianopolis. The relative risk of death was higher for cerebrovascular deaths
for both cold and hot temperatures with relative risk estimates of 1.38 and 1.20 (Table 2). A smallest,
but significant, increased risk associated with low temperatures, was also observed for circulatory
and respiratory deaths (RR = 1.19).
4. Discussion
This study showed that, in both regions, air temperatures played a significant role over
all-cause deaths (ICD10 A00-R99), but with different magnitudes, that may be related to the climatic
characteristics [1,40,54] or the mortality profile of each region [54,55]. These results show that, even in
countries considered tropical with small temperature amplitudes, a fraction of deaths is estimated
to be attributable to extreme air temperatures [27,39,40]. Brazil, in its territorial dimension, has in
its regions marked climatological differences, which present different responses to the extremes of
temperature [56,57].
When we analyzed the relative risk of temperature-related mortality to specific causes, we observed
that in the health region of Florianopolis, which has a subtropical climate, temperatures have
a different impact on the causes of mortality. Cold temperatures increase the risk of death for
circulatory and respiratory diseases (ICD10 I and J), and the cerebrovascular group (ICD10 I 60-69).
Hot temperatures, in turn, increased the risk of death for cardiovascular diseases (ICD10 I 20-25) [30].
In the analysis of the health region of Recife, which presents a tropical climate with low climatic
variability, cold temperatures had an impact on the attributable mortality in all the investigated causes
of death. However, for the cerebrovascular group (ICD10 I 60-69), there was only a small difference
between the risks attributable to cold and hot temperatures. Cold temperature extremes have a higher
impact on this cause of death [39,58–60], which has also been found in other studies that have shown
an association between cold and risk-related deaths due to cerebrovascular diseases [60–63].
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Moreover, whereas for Florianopolis, hot temperatures showed a higher impact on this cause of
death, Recife showed higher risks associated with the cold temperatures.
Furthermore, deaths associated with low temperatures are more important in the cerebrovascular
group, for the health region of Florianópolis, reaching a very high percentage of the number of
attributable deaths (20.94%) by this group. The aging of the population and the lack of the kind of
public-health action measures that are useful in the case of heat might account for this increase in
mortality associated with low temperatures [64,65].
Looking at the exposure-response (ER) curves, we see that the behaviour of deaths is different
in each region for the group deaths by non-accidental mortality (ICD10 A00-R99). Several factors
may contribute to this discrepancy, such as the physiological conditions of adaptation, socioeconomic
conditions, among other factors [66]. It is also worth highlighting the different climatic conditions
which usually occur in each region. An important conditioning factor in the case of Florianopolis lies
in the fact that temperatures present a large thermal amplitude, where people better support the effects
of extreme temperatures. Conversely, for Recife, where only small thermal variations are present,
cold extremes tend to develop acute responses of greater intensity [67,68].
The findings of this research are comparable to the results from other studies showing the existence,
as a result of climate change, of a tendency to increase the effects of temperatures on general
and specific deaths [40,69]. Countries in South America are more sensitive to temperature extremes,
and the comorbidities present as a risk factor when associated with the occurrence of extremely hot or
cold days, also contributing to increasing the risk of mortality by certain groups of diseases [27,40,70,71].
In this line, our results are in accordance with previous studies [20,39,54,63,72], some of them carried
out for the municipality of Recife [40,69]. Moreover, is important to say that other studies carried out
in cities located in the north-eastern region of Brazil showed that, in almost all cities investigated,
the cold component stands out as the main influencer in all-cause deaths without external causes
associated with temperature, which corroborates our findings in this research. We would also like
to point out that we did not only evaluate the municipality of Recife but extended our research to
the totality of municipalities that make up the Recife health region. Similar results of the attributable
mortality burden of death by cold temperatures were in tropical Thailand [27,40,69,73].
The association of temperature with other aspects, such as the epidemiological profile of the studied
population, as well as physiological factors of adaptation to the extremes of temperature, may exacerbate
a negative response to climatic stress. Moreover, the impact of temperature on mortality is also
influenced by the socio-economic conditions of the affected population [39,74,75], namely through
the access to air conditioning systems [76,77]. Apart from that, other factors may also contribute to
reducing the influence of temperature events on mortality like the existence of public-health intervention
programs [78,79]. Above all, improvements in health-care services have advanced appreciably more in
the treatment of cardiovascular than respiratory problems [80–82]. Nevertheless, they still lack in most
regions in Brazil.
In another perspective, the health services should be able to respond to these situations through
the mapping of situations of vulnerability, in the monitoring and control of extreme situations.
They should also develop actions that can mitigate the effects of people with pre-existing comorbidities.
It is important to highlight the existence in Brazil of environmental disaster monitoring services
and extreme climatic events. However, regarding extreme temperature events, there is no public policy
to minimize these effects for the most vulnerable population [32,37,83–86].
Therefore, the relevance of this research to public health is highlighted here. The proposed
approach empowers the health services with evidence that may help consolidate public policies, to
support actions aimed at understanding the impact of extreme temperatures in general and specific
death causes of the population and its vulnerable groups. Namely, as observed in other studies,
the population groups that are more susceptible to these diseases, such as the elderly, people with
associated comorbidities (hypertension, cardiopathies, etc.). These can exacerbate the effects of extreme
temperatures when associated with conditions of unfavorable thermal comfort [16,31,83,85,87,88].
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This research presents some limitations, namely because it is an ecological study aimed
at understanding the population groups and territories, and not individually. It is also important to
stress that the temperatures were estimated using the meteorological station of the headquarters of
the health region, in this case, Florianopolis and Recife, due to the lack of temperature data for all
the municipalities that made up each health region.
Nevertheless, this study provides a basis for analysis and comparison, which enables policymakers
to establish health-promoting guidelines for vulnerable populations in these contexts. It is a precursory
study of comparative analysis between singular health regions carried out in Brazilian territory,
evidencing the impact of temperatures and their extremes on mortality.
5. Conclusions
The research becomes relevant when it begins to construct evidence of the impacts of temperature
on general and specific causes of deaths, with the change of the epidemiological profile and age of
the Brazilian population [37,39]. These findings contribute to understanding this phenomenon and its
impact on health indicators from a population that goes through the transition from its causes to deaths,
from infectious causes to chronic-degenerative diseases [39,71,72,89].
We conclude from the findings of this study that (1) temperature exerts an influence on both
general mortality indicators and specific causes; (2) hot and cold extremes bring different impacts to
the studied regions; (3) cerebrovascular deaths present greater sensitivity to cold extremes in the region
of Florianópolis; however, this association should be investigated further.
We also would like to emphasize that there are few studies on the association of temperature
and mortality in countries with a tropical and subtropical climate, especially for those in the southern
hemisphere, which makes it difficult to compare the results found. It should be pointed out that,
because there is no evidence, there are few actions in terms of thermal comfort at the domestic level
(residence), as well as at the social level through public policies that reduce the impact of climatic
extremes. In this way, the most exposed population groups are more susceptible to this problem.
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